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The coalescence of two black holes generates gravitational waves that carry detailed information
about the properties of those black holes and their binary configuration. The final coalescence cycles
are in the form of a ringdown: a superposition of quasi-normal modes of the merged remnant black
hole. Each mode has an oscillation frequency and decay time that in general relativity is determined
by the remnant’s mass and spin. Measuring the frequency and decay time of multiple modes makes
it possible to measure the remnant’s mass and spin, and to test the waves against the predictions
of gravity theories. In this Letter, we show that the relative amplitudes of these modes encodes
information about a binary’s geometry. Focusing on the large mass-ratio limit, which provides a
simple-to-use tool for effectively exploring parameter space, we demonstrate how a binary’s geometry
is encoded in the relative amplitudes of these modes, and how to parameterize the modes in this
limit. Although more work is needed to assess how well this carries over to less extreme mass ratios,
our results indicate that measuring multiple ringdown modes from coalescence may aid in measuring
important source properties, such as the misalignment of its members’ spins and orbit.
Introduction. Binary black hole systems have, so far,
proven to be the most commonly measured gravitational-
wave (GW) sources [1]. A combination of analytic and
numerical techniques makes it possible to model the
waveform produced by two black holes as they inspiral
and merge into a single hole. These models are invaluable
to the analysis of their GWs, providing a parameterized
framework that facilitates finding signals in noisy detec-
tor data and makes it possible to characterize the system
which produced the waves.
The final GW cycles from merging black holes are a
superposition of ringdown modes. Within general rela-
tivity, mode properties are set by the ringing hole: each
mode has a frequency and decay time determined by the
hole’s mass and spin, and each radiates into an angu-
lar pattern that depends on the hole’s spin, the mode’s
frequency, and its angular indices (`,m) [2]. By measur-
ing multiple modes and assuming general relativity, ring-
down waves offer a means of measuring the final black
hole mass and spin [3]. By relaxing the assumption of
general relativity, one can use these modes [4] as a tool for
checking that the waves’ properties are consistent with
the Kerr solution for rotating black holes [5].
Ringdown waves do not just describe the merged rem-
nant, but also the mechanism that rings this black hole.
This information is encoded in the amplitudes of the dif-
ferent modes that are excited. To our knowledge, the
importance of this point for binary black holes was first
argued in Refs. [6, 7], in which the authors examined how
information about a binary’s mass ratio and its spins are
encoded in the amplitudes of ringdown modes for the
comparable mass case. In our work, we consider large
mass-ratio systems with orbits which can be highly mis-
aligned from the larger black hole’s spin. Figure 1 illus-
trates what we find, contrasting ringdown generated by
an aligned merger with a misaligned one. The black hole
rings in a manner akin to a bell that rings differently
when struck differently.
The purpose of this Letter is to report recent findings in
our work to develop a map between orbit geometry and
ringdown mode excitation for large mass-ratio binaries
[8, 9], and to argue that such a map could enhance what
we learn about binary black holes from the ringdown (al-
though more work will be needed to assess how our find-
ings carry over to systems of less extreme mass ratio).
Information learned from these modes can complement
what we learn about a system from the lower-frequency
“inspiral” waveform. The inspiral is well known to en-
code information about the orbit’s geometry via spin-
orbit precession effects, which modulate the inspiral’s
amplitude and frequency, slowly accumulating over many
orbits. Our work shows that a relatively high-frequency
piece of the waveform also encodes this information. To
the extent that this finding carries over to less extreme
mass ratios, this behavior for the ringdown waves may
be particularly useful for systems at which most of the
inspiral is at frequencies where detector sensitivity is rel-
atively poor. For current detectors, this is the case when
the binary’s total mass M & 50M, a mass range that
dominates the data so far [1]. The prospects are even
richer for future ground- and space-based detectors cur-
rently under development [10–16].
Exciting and extracting black hole modes. We focus on
the large mass-ratio limit, considering binaries in which
one member (a Kerr black hole) is far more massive than
the other. This limits the immediate astrophysical appli-
cability of our results, but allows us to study this problem
using black hole perturbation theory [17]. This frame-
work casts this problem as a particularly clean limit of the
general relativistic two-body body, allowing us to com-
pute many important quantities with very high precision.
In our concluding discussion, we discuss what our results
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2FIG. 1. Two inspirals and plunges into a Kerr black hole (with spin a = 0.5M), the final waveform cycles that result, and
some of the waveforms’ mode content. Panels on the left describe equatorial inspiral and plunge; those on the right are for an
orbit inclined at I = 60◦ to the equatorial plane. Top panels show segments of the orbits’ trajectories. On the left, the small
body is confined to θ = 90◦, so not much detail is seen in the red worldline trace. On the right, the small body’s motion takes
it through a range 30◦ ≤ θ ≤ 150◦, plunging into the horizon at θfin = 52◦. The middle panels show the final wave cycles (+
polarization in the equatorial plane) generated by these trajectories. Notice the highly modulated waves resulting from the
inclined orbit’s more complicated motion. Bottom shows the amplitudes of the ` = 2 quasi-normal modes present in these
waveforms [see Eq. (2) for the definition of A`m0]. The equatorial case is dominated by m = 2 and m = 1 modes; the inclined
case has contributions from all allowed m.
imply for the general two-body problem and its potential
importance for gravitational-wave astronomy.
A large mass-ratio binary’s GWs can be modeled in
two steps: first compute the worldline followed by a small
body on an evolving orbit about a black hole, then use
that worldline to compute the GWs the small body’s mo-
tion produces. Our model for the worldline, described in
detail in [8], generalizes the procedure developed by Ori
and Thorne [18]. The small body is taken to have zero
spin, and to move along on an orbit that is initially cir-
cular, but inclined with respect to the black hole’s equa-
torial plane. Its motion is broken into three epochs: an
early inspiral, in which it adiabatically evolves through a
sequence of circular orbits, driven by the backreaction of
GW emission; a transition, when its motion is no longer
adiabatic as it approaches the separatrix between stable
and unstable orbits; and a final plunge, in which the small
body follows an infalling trajectory through the black
hole’s event horizon. The reader is referred to Ref. [8] for
details of the assumptions and approximations which go
into this model.
Once the worldline z(t) (the small body’s position as
a function of time used by distant observers) is known,
we build the source T of the Teukolsky equation [17]:
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Here, a ≡ |S|/M , the large black hole’s spin divided by its
mass, and ∆ = r2− 2Mr+ a2 (in units with G = 1 = c).
We set spin-weight to −2, for which Ψ is simply related
to the binary’s GWs as measured by a distant observer.
An important property of the source T in Eq. (1) is
3that it redshifts to zero as the small body approaches
the event horizon. The solutions to (1) for T = 0 are
the quasi-normal modes describing black hole ringing.
This redshifting ensures that this model’s last GW cycles
are the hole’s ringing modes, generated phase coherently
with the preceding inspiral and plunge waves. The wave-
forms shown in the middle row of Fig. 1 were produced by
computing worldlines for inspiral and plunge (following
the procedure described in Ref. [8]), building the source
term T for these cases, and then solving Eq. (1) using
the code and techniques described in Refs. [19–21].
Once inspiral and plunge GWs have been computed,
we characterize their quasi-normal mode content using
the procedure described in Ref. [9]. In brief, we use the
fact that black hole quasi-normal mode GWs take the
functional form [22]
h(t) =
∑
`mn
[
A`mne−i[σ`mn(t−t0)−ϕ`mn]Saσ`mn`mn (θ, φ)
+ A′`mnei[σ
∗
`mn(t−t0)+ϕ′`mn]Saσ`mn`mn (pi − θ, φ)∗
]
. (2)
The time t0 labels when the waveform becomes ring-
down dominated, and ∗ denotes complex conjugate. Each
mode’s frequency ω`mn, damping time τ`mn (with σ`mn =
ω`mn−i/τ`mn), and angular dependence Saσ`mn`mn (θ, φ) are
well understood given black hole spin a, the angular in-
dices (`,m), and overtone number n [2]. The amplitude
A`mn and phase ϕ`mn are extracted from the perturba-
tion theory waveform using the algorithm described in
Sec. III C of Ref. [9]. (The Kerr spacetime’s symmetries
enforce a simple relation between A`mn and A′`mn and
between ϕ`mn and ϕ
′
`mn.) These amplitudes and phases
fully characterize how the mode is excited by the late-
time motion of a large mass-ratio binary. By computing
(A`mn, ϕ`mn) for many modes and for different binary
configurations, we build a map between binary proper-
ties and the excitation of each mode. The bottom panels
of Fig. 1 show A2m0 for the waveforms presented there.
Our results. Our main finding is that, at least in the
large mass-ratio limit, there is a clean map between bi-
nary geometry and the ringing modes that dominate its
final GW cycles, and that it is cleanly described by a
small number of parameters which characterize the bi-
nary’s final plunge geometry. Given a black hole of mass
M and spin a, we find that the relative excitation of each
(`,m) mode (focusing on the “fundamental” modes, with
n = 0) depends on two angles: the inclination I that the
small body’s orbit makes with the hole’s equatorial plane,
and the polar angle θfin at which the plunging small body
crosses the event horizon. Further discussion of these an-
gles can be found in Ref. [8]. Orbits with 0◦ ≤ I < 90◦
are “prograde,” with axial angular momentum aligned
to the black hole’s spin; those with 90◦ < I ≤ 180◦ are
“retrograde,” with antialigned axial angular momentum.
Equatorial orbits have I = 0◦ or I = 180◦. Note that
I is nearly constant during an inspiral, typically increas-
ing by a tenth of a degree or less for the cases we study.
Each mode’s absolute excitation depends in addition on
the small body’s mass µ and the distance D to the bi-
nary: A`mn ∝ µ/D. In the results we present, we set
this factor to 1; one can then scale the amplitudes by
multiplying by µ/D.
Note that θfin is essentially an accidental phase param-
eter: given I, θfin can be anywhere in 90
◦ − I ≤ θfin ≤
90◦ + I (for I ≤ 90◦) or I − 90◦ ≤ θfin ≤ 270◦ − I (for
I > 90◦). Where the small body lands in this range
depends on the relative phase of the binary’s axial and
polar motions. The angle θfin is thus a residue of the bi-
nary’s initial conditions. When we began this study, we
first used an angle that described the initial polar phase
of the worldline as our additional angle, and found that
our results depended very strongly on parameters like
the starting radius of the worldline. It was only when
we parameterized in terms of the worldline’s final con-
ditions that the ringdown spectrum showed predictable
functional dependence on these angles. In our conclu-
sions, we argue that a similar dependence on accidental
parameters must enter in the general case.
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FIG. 2. An example of how mode excitation varies as a func-
tion of θfin, the polar angle at which the small body enters the
event horizon. Both panels are for ` = m = 2 fundamental
(n = 0) mode excitation of a black hole with a = 0.5M , and
for orbit inclination I = 60◦. Top panel shows the mode’s
amplitude A220 as a function of θfin; bottom shows its phase
ϕ220 in radians. In both plots, the red dots are cases for which
the plunging body has θ˙fin > 0, blue dots have θ˙fin < 0.
Figure 2 illustrates how a mode’s amplitude and phase
depends on θfin. We show A220 and ϕ220 for inspiral and
plunge for a trajectory that is inclined I = 60◦ to the
equatorial plane of an a = 0.5M black hole. The two
tracks we show correspond to whether the small body’s
4polar angle is decreasing when it crosses the horizon
(θ˙fin < 0) or increasing (θ˙fin > 0). These figures can be
considered a slice of a surface traced out in (I, θfin); Fig.
3 shows the surface for A220 over the range 0 ≤ I ≤ 60◦
for all allowed θfin. This surface is smooth and well be-
haved, cleanly mapping how mode characteristics depend
on the orbit geometry. Such figures become more baroque
for other modes and other black hole spins. Additional
examples are shown in Sec. V A and Appendix A of Ref.
[9]. Future work will explore the mode excitations and
provide fits for the behavior that we find.
FIG. 3. Behavior of A220 for a black hole with a = 0.5M
as a function of orbital inclination I and final polar angle
θfin. As in Fig. 2, red (blue) data is for θ˙fin > 0 (θ˙fin < 0).
This surface is quite smooth and well behaved. Each orbit
geometry cleanly picks out a particular mode amplitude.
Conclusions and discussion. Our results show that, at
least in the large mass-ratio limit, a binary’s final ring-
down waves describe not only the binary’s merged rem-
nant, but also its orbital geometry. If this result car-
ries over to less extreme mass ratios, it suggests that
measuring multiple modes could make it possible to
learn about spin-orbit misalignment, much as Refs. [6, 7]
demonstrated that ringdown preserves memory of binary
mass ratio. Information about orbit geometry is much
sought-after, since spin-orbit misalignment strongly de-
pends upon the binary’s formation mechanism (see, for
example, Ref. [23] for overview discussion, [24] and ref-
erences therein for discussion of these observables and
source astrophysics, and [25] for recent discussion). The
imprint of misalignment-induced precession on the early
inspiral may be hard to measure in many systems; ring-
down may provide valuable complementary data in such
cases. In cases where both inspiral and ringdown probe
the orbit geometry, one may be able to formulate a con-
sistency test which will serve as a systematic check on
the global goodness of fit for the GR-based models used
to enable these measurements.
Additional work is needed to ascertain whether these
results can be exploited for gravitational-wave astron-
omy. On the measurement side, it will be important to
understand how well multiple modes can be measured by
detectors currently or soon to be operating. Similar work
has been done to understand how well mode frequencies
and damping times can be measured [3]. It will be im-
portant to determine how well the amplitudes of these
modes can be measured, and how many modes must be
measured and with what signal-to-noise ratio in order to
learn about the binary geometry. It will also be impor-
tant to assess how strongly correlated modes are with
each other and with other aspects of the signal. Each
mode is a damped sinusoid, so the likelihood that modes
may be confused with one another is surely high.
Perhaps even more important will be to ascertain how
well this result carries over to a wider range of binary
black holes. Although the large mass-ratio limit is a
useful tool for exciting ringdown and characterizing how
these modes depend on excitation geometry, it does not
describe the physics of binaries currently being mea-
sured by gravitational-wave detectors. As an example of
physics missed by a large mass-ratio analysis, note that
the system’s final angular momentum is dominated by
the black hole spin in our study. Near mass ratio unity,
the final angular momentum is dominated by the binary’s
orbit at plunge. This will affect how to define the basis
states which characterize quasi-normal modes.
For near unity mass ratios, the remnant’s spin will be
largely due to the orbital angular momentum, and so will
be nearly parallel to the orbit. Information about binary
geometry will be washed away by plunge and merger dy-
namics; the resulting ringdown will likely be much like
those we find for equatorial orbits. There must be some
mass ratio at which ringdown behavior similar to what
we find first appears. Numerical relativity will be needed
to determine this mass ratio, and to explore the map-
ping between ringdown and the binary’s geometry. One
lesson of our analysis is that one should expect the re-
sults to depend on an accidental parameter, akin to our
plunge angle θfin (although the most useful parameteriza-
tion is likely to be more complicated away from the large
mass-ratio limit). A broad survey of this behavior may
make it possible to construct phenomenological ringdown
models describing the contributions of multiple modes to
misaligned coalescences.
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